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MAP 1: MAP OF NEPAL SHOWING STRATEGIC ROAD NETWORK AND LOCATION OF DHADING DISTRICT
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Dhading
Prepared for RAIDP, DTMP Updating Project
Consultant: ITICO Nepal (P) Ltd.
Fuji International Design Associates
GIS Map Prepared By: Mr. Binod Dhakal Date: December, 2012
Source: Department of Survey, DoR, DoLIDAR
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MAP 2: INDICATIVE DEVELOPMENT POTENTIAL MAP (IDPM)
WITH MARKET & SERVICE CENTER
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MAP 2a: INDICATIVE DEVELOPMENT POTENTIAL MAP (IDPM)
WITH EXISTING/POTENTIAL AREAS
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MAP 6b: DISTRICT TRANSPORT MASTER PLAN (DTMP) OF RURAL ROAD CLASS 'B'
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GIS Map Prepared By: Mr. Binod Dhakal Date: December, 2012
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